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Abstract

Universities contribution to society development in Africa has been a subject of discussion since many countries attained independence in the 1960s. The university was seen as having a function of emancipating society from poverty and ignorance. The premise of this view was based on the university’s role in creating the ruling elite and knowledge generation and dissemination, which could help societies deal with development challenges (Sawyerr, 2004). These challenges pertained to political stability, food security, diseases and infrastructure development. The recognition that universities contribute to society development is thus not new in Africa; however, little is understood of the mechanisms these universities employ to fulfil this role. Applying social capital concepts to a case study at the University of Cape Coast (UCC) in Ghana, this article asks the following question: how do universities contribute to society development by creating social capital? UCC engagement with the Yamoransa community is analysed using a University-Community Engagement (UCE) context. Results show that university-community engagement may hold the key to producing tangible results while meeting community development challenges by creating social capital. Social capital helps build community capabilities by allowing access to knowledge circles and resources for the actors in the network. However, structural contexts in which universities operate in Africa may influence university contribution to social capital creation and its perceived benefits to society.
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1. Introduction

The contribution of universities to the development of societies in Africa’s Sub-Saharan region has been an area of political debate and academic tensions. The independence years of the 1960s and 1970s saw countries invest in universities, among other reasons, to train a capable elite class for ruling newly independent countries and territories (Sawyerr, 2004). Recently, there have been increased calls for the university in Africa to fulfil their third missions (Preece, 2017; Kruss, Visser, Apane, & Haupt, 2012; Cloete, Bailey, & Pillay, 2011), with universities increasingly responding with attempts to address development challenges through various forms of community engagements (Preece, Ntseane, Modise, & Osborne, 2012). The increased calls for university-community engagement in Africa are partly encouraged by achievements elsewhere, where universities and firms have partnered successfully in producing tangible products (Kruss et al., 2012; Cloete et al., 2011). Although there is evidence that the majority of the African universities engage communities in some form (Preece, 2017), Kruss et al. (2012) suggest that this is often sporadic and mainly involves individual academic staff. With different engagement projects studied in Africa (cf. Preece et al., 2012), there is still no clarity on how exactly does the university contribute to society development through working with communities around and beyond their geographical localities.

Human development is still lagging, with many countries, particularly sub-Saharan Africa, having almost half of their populations living under the poverty line (UNDP, 2019). The UNDP’s Human Development Index (HDI) of 2019 shows that of the 40 lowest-ranked countries, 85% comes from Africa, and among the 68 countries listed as least developed, 45 are in Africa. Governments and other institutions implementing international development efforts such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDG 2000-2015) and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 2015-2030) in Africa may need to look into universities positions in accessing knowledge and resources for communities to develop.

This paper defines university-community engagement as a collaborative process between a university and a community that systematically or situationally enhances learning experiences to improve lives. However, universities have many other functions and operate in broader institutional and political-economic contexts that have a bearing in their capacities to realise this potential (Cloete et al., 2011). These contexts may enable or hinder the collaborative processes that contribute to society development. Social capital is used as a theoretical lens in understanding university contribution to society development. The case study is conducted in Ghana at the University of Cape Coast. The paper contributes to understanding how universities can play a role in society development by creating social capital.

2. Social Capital

The notion of social capital has been widely defined in the literature to include such terms as relations between actors, the structure of these relations, internal and external types of
linkages among actors (bonding and bridging dimensions) (Grootaert & Van Bastelaer, 2001). Also, a vertical hierarchical relation with people in institutions and organisations (the linking dimension) (Field, 2003). Social capital, according to Coleman (1988), is a structure of relations between actors. These relations form connections and networks among individuals and organisations (Putnam, 2000), including reciprocal trust, norms, values, and behaviours (Rudd, 2003; Misztal, 1996). In other words, social capital can be explained ‘through changes in the relations among persons that facilitate actions’ (Coleman 1988). Putnam (2000) defines social capital as the social organisation, such as trust, norms, and networks, that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating coordinated actions. Also, the World Bank (2002) depicts social capital as the institutions, relationships, and norms that shape the quality and quantity of a society’s social interactions and acts as the glue that holds social institutions together. In comparison, physical and human capitals are tangible, while social capital is less tangible and observable, exemplified in the relations among actors (Coleman 1994). In other words, social capital is a set of relationships among people—and those relationships are productive to the extent that they are based on a standard set of expectations, a shared set of values, and a sense of trust (Lockwood, 1996).

While Grootaert and Van Bastelaer (2001) recognise that other capitals (such as natural, physical and human) contribute to society development, they assert that these three types of capital determine only partially the process of economic growth because they overlook how the economic actors interact and organise themselves to generate growth and development. Though not unproblematic in definitions and applications, social capital can produce benefits that go beyond economic gains (Grootaert & Van Bastelaer, 2001; Lin, 2001; Putnam, 2000). These benefits include social cohesion, increased social engagement (Moore, 2014; Putnam, 2000), education access and employability, and increased health, economic and social advancement (Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). Putnam (2000) contends that social capital can resolve collective problems while increasing individual benefits by reciprocal cooperation, safeguarding observance in established norms and relieving the individual burden in carrying out their missions. Social capital can establish an environment in which people trust each other (Misztal, 1996; Coleman, 1994), which leads to repeated interactions and creates a cost-effective environment in both businesses and social transactions (Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). These social interactions occur in formal and informal networks, and this process is concisely discussed here below.

2.1 Social Capital and Networks

According to Burt (2000), a network can be defined as a concrete (measurable) pattern of relationships among entities in a social space. Social capital is often depicted in two main concepts, connectivity embedded within networks. The connectivity is among and between individuals and organisations within particular networks. Lin (2001) points out that social capital’s resources and how they are accessed are both embedded in social networks (or human relationships). Networks and how people connect within those networks are thus crucial mediums through which social capital notions such as civic behaviour, social norms, cooperation and social cohesion can be understood (Coleman, 1994; Rudd, 2003).
Networks create social capital for individuals (Burt, 2000) and communities (Putnam, 2000). Individuals’ associations can help them work for mutual benefits through their shared networks (Putnam, 2000). Through values attached to mutual benefits and shared networks, people can help each other and guard for their communities’ collective actions. The degree to which community members are willing to work together and share knowledge and resources productively is manifest in how that community is cooperative and coordinated (Coleman, 1994).

Within human networks, SC is created through different activities including, but not limited to, partnerships (shared vision/ownership), collaboration (shared assets), and participation (shared conversational space). Social capital is created within formal and informal networks where people share ideas or practices to benefit those involved (Woolcock & Narayan, 2000). It is acquired through the interaction of social actors-individuals in a network, networks with networks, and networks with organisations (Field, 2003; Putnam, 2000). These individuals or organisations are essential in defining actions and influencing (strategic) directions in which an individual or organisation goes (Lin, 2001).

According to Chatterton and Goddard (2003), social capital is the soft infrastructure linking individuals within networks in organisations and communities. Social organisation-relationships among and between individuals and social groups-forms the basis of the creation and use of social capital (Putnam, 2000; Coleman, 1994). Networks are closely linked to the creation of social capital. ‘… capital is represented by the size of the network and the volume of capital […] possessed by those to whom a person is connected’ and that this capital is collectively shared by members of a network that has ‘… clear boundaries, obligations of exchange, and mutual recognition’ (Lin, 2001).

The quality of the networks and the skills and competencies of those within networks consequently influence the quality of social capital output (Field, 2003). Putnam (2000) links declining social cohesion to increased crimes, poverty, and educational non-participation. Coleman (1988) argues that social capital is ‘not a single entity, but a variety of different entities, having two characteristics in common: they all consist of some aspect of a social structure, and they facilitate certain actions of individuals who are within the structure’ (p. 302). Networks create capital through structures of relationships between and among individuals (Lin, 2001).

2.2 Social Capital and the University

It is in these structures that universities and communities can engage and share expertise for society development. Universities can contribute to society development by engaging in activities such as teaching and training and creating networks with different partners that enhance resources access and application (Brennan, King, & Lebeau, 2004). By doing this, universities contribute to the transformation of society economically, politically and culturally. The Task Force on Higher Education and Society (TFHE, 2000) sees universities’ contribution to this transformation as the (a) unlocking potential at all levels of society (offering advanced training to people regardless of their social backgrounds); (b) creating a pool of highly trained individuals; (c) addressing topics that encompass society as a whole.
and not of value to current students and employees only; and (d) providing inclusive
discussion space for sharing ideas and values. According to Brennan et al. (2004), human
capital lies in its formation, which sustains the state and civil institutions, encourages social
structures, including mobility of different people, and enhances culture and cultural
expressions. In creating a critical pool of highly trained individuals, universities produce a
critical national resource that may help societies create ‘innovative firms and networks of
enterprises, microeconomic and regulatory frameworks, adequate communication
infrastructures, and knowledge-producing organisations’ (World Bank, 2002). As Figure 1
shows, the creation of capitals may lead to society development.
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Source: Author’s figure.

Since social capital resides within networks of people (OECD, 2007), maintaining these
networks is vital for society development as the World Bank (2002) asserts,

> [...] the norms, values, attitudes, and ethics that tertiary institutions impart to students
are the foundation of the social capital necessary for constructing healthy civil societies
and cohesive cultures.

In meeting socio-economic challenges, universities employ several strategies, including
mobilising resources from firms, donors, governments, individuals and creating
income-generating activities (IGAs) to sustain certain activities (Cloete et al., 2011). Universities
can use the expertise of faculty and students from different disciplines to foster
interaction with communities; and opening up of own facilities for communities to use
(Preece, 2017). Universities create networks that allow communities to access resources and
knowledge that would otherwise not have been accessible to local communities (Ström, 2011;
Bloom, Canning, & Chan, 2006; Brennan et al., 2004). Specifically in Africa, the World Bank (2002) further advocates for universities in today’s knowledge-driven economies to use their positions to ‘access existing stores of global knowledge and adapt it to local use’ (p. 23). Universities in Africa can be a gateway to the World for rural communities who often have lower levels of education and have little links to formal economic channels outside the villages (Bloom et al., 2006). This linking function can create social capital for communities (please see Figure 1). However, universities operate within broad institutional and political contexts that may enable or hinder a society development agenda in the different forms of engagement. These contexts are concisely summarised in the following section.

3. University-Community Engagement Contexts

Any considerations of the university’s role in Africa’s society development may need to take into account the contexts in which universities operate. Different forces both within and outside the university, may hinder or enable the university’s capacity to engage communities. Universities operate within national and international frameworks, in which socio-economic and political demands have a bearing on how they can fulfil the potential of community engagement (Kruss et al., 2012). National educational frameworks determine what is taught and how the teaching process takes place. At the same time, governments policies and regulations affect how individual university staff, departments, and faculties work with external partners such as communities. These laws and regulations can affect reward systems for the engaging staff, determine what is necessary, and decide the university’s budget allocation. Among other things, the context (laws and regulations, availability of resources including funds, information dissemination and norms and values universities have to adhere to) can determine the extent to which university–community engagement is practised. Communities have their ways of working, which do not always fit in the universities’ formal structures. The organisation of the community, the cultural beliefs, norms and values, may enable or hinder an engagement. Equally, the community operates differently with cultural values, local leadership and traditions determining what is of importance.
At the centre of this model is the university engaging the community. In this paper, the engagement activities take place with networks of people and organisations. These networks have several characteristics, such as the participants, frequency of interactions, the salience of the interacting partners and the scope and nature of these interactions. Critical areas of the model are explained here below.

The environment in which both the university and the community operate. These environments are essential in determining which action an organisation or community takes (OECD, 2007). These arrangements can include governing laws and regulations, availability of resources, social organisation, and norms and values. The university environment-its governing structures, motivations for (not) engaging communities, the university’s resources, and its organisational capacity to respond to community needs-can enable or hinder an engagement. The community environment includes the demography, the social structure and economic activities. Also, culture is an essential aspect of understanding university-community engagement. The last area is the impact of such engagement for the stakeholders involved. At this final step, the actual results of engagement can be seen. It is essential to consider the contexts in which engagement can occur to map stakeholders and their inputs, thereby contributing to the understanding of how the university, through community engagement, can help create capitals necessary for society development.
4. Research Methodology

This paper uses a case study methodology to address the research question. The case is representative of how universities interact with communities in Ghana. The case study uses observations, in-depth interviews and documents reviews to understand UCC contribution to society development.

This paper leans epistemologically on realism, with some critical realist elements being applied. As opposed to direct realism (‘what you see is what you get’), critical realism assumes that humans experience sensations and images of the natural world; however, it acknowledges that these sensations and images do not portray the complete picture of the phenomenon under study. Critical realism appreciates that interrelationships among individuals, groups, and organisations influence the ‘truth’ obtained through any research approach. Through approaching data collection and analysis using a critical realist philosophy, one acknowledges that the multiple sensations and images form a fragmented reality, which can collectively help derive understandings of the individual case under study (Eisenhardt, 1989). Case studies are used when ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are being asked (Yin, 2009) and are useful in studying contemporary phenomena within a real-life context (Bell, 2005). As Yin (2009) suggests, case studies are helpful ‘when the investigator has little or no control over events’. In this paper, a case study choice attempts to ‘identify the various interactive processes at work, to show how they affect the implementation of systems and influence the way an organisation functions’ (Bell, 2005). Although case study outcomes are challenging to generalise, Yin (2009) suggests that the conclusions drawn from a single case study may be specific to that case. The goal is not to generalise over a large population.

This single in-depth case study explores how the University of Cape Coast (UCC) contributes to creating social capital necessary for the Yamoransa community in the Central region of Ghana to meet development challenges. The case drew data from three sources: direct observations of the activities between UCC and the Yamoransa village, community engagement documents review at UCC and in-depth interviews with UCC representatives and beneficiaries of the engagement. In total, the engagement project was visited three times in four years, with data validation conducted through presentations, additional interviews and observations. A total of 11 community members representing community projects (please see Table 1) were interviewed. Data analysis uses UCE contexts to understand the contribution UCC makes to Yamoransa society development.

5. The Case Study

This community engagement case study is conducted at the University of Cape Coast (UCC) in Ghana’s Central Region. The comprehensive university was established in 1962 as a Teacher’s College and attained full university status in 1971. UCC’s mission is to ‘be a university of choice’ with a vision of a ‘University strongly positioned, with worldwide acclaim’. It has a student population of 19,965 (UCC Annual Report, 2017). The university embodied Kwame Nkrumah’s (Note 1) vision of having a university that teaches African things, including local development initiatives, culture and traditions (Dwarko & Kwarteng, 2003). Hence, the university’s focus is on rural development. All undergraduate programmes
demand that students spend time (ranging from two weeks to half a year) doing community work in the community; there are scholarships for bright students from low-income families and the university staff’s involvement in local councils. The area around Cape Coast town experiences many children living on the street. Studies show that some causes for children to resort to the streets are rampant poverty, the HIV/AIDS pandemic and harmful traditional practices such as early marriages and female genital mutilation/cutting (Sackey & Johannesen, 2015). Also, because children join in economic activities such as kenkey selling and petty trading very early, schools in the region have high drop-out rates (Frimpong-Manso, 2014). The university has responded to these challenges by introducing extension services, health screening services such as the one in Yamoransa, adult education at village centres and entrepreneurship centres linking villagers to the formal economy such as banking systems, and facilitating in trade unions’ formation.

Yamoransa lies 12 km from UCC in the Mfantseman Municipality. It has 6000 people, with 40% of residents under 15 years (UCC Annual Report, 2017). The community has a low formal employment rate at 4.4%, while informal employment takes up 40%, with kenkey making and selling forming the bulk of the trade. Main economic activities are subsistence farming, small businesses, quarrying and fishing. Education attainment has a significant gender imbalance, with primary education being attended more by women (females 54.9% to males 45.1%), while higher education has more males than women (males 75.2%; females 24.8%). The difference can be explained by the type of economic activities in the community where handmade crafts, foodstuff (e.g., kenkey, bread) are mainly an occupation for women. One of the main challenges to social and economic development at Yamoransa was identified as the gender gap in economic and social participation and educational attainment. For example, women selling kenkey on the streets of Yamoransa sometimes lost the money to their husbands or male counterparts upon returning home (Frimpong-Manso, 2014). Also, the lack of diversification in economic and social activities is one of the reasons why economic prosperity is not spreading to the majority in Yamoransa.

In Ghana, decentralisation has meant that the village’s development efforts are the lowest unit to the national level. The National Development Planning Commission Act (Act 479, 1994) and the National Development Planning (Systems) Act (Act 480, 1994) gave provisions on overseeing development efforts (Sackey & Johannesen, 2015). Thus, central to Ghana’s development planning vision is the involvement of local councils as decision making bodies. The Yamoransa community has a local council headed by the village chief and assisted by the council of wise men and women. The council’s membership is by lineage (chiefs, wise men and women), election (elected officials) and the central government’s regional and district administrators. The local council is the linking line between the residents and the government. In 2007, the Yamoransa Local Council created the Yamoransa Community Development Committee (YCDC) to coordinate development initiatives. The committee has 25 members from the local council, UCC, Faith-Based Organisations (FBOs), representatives of local organisations, businesses and unions.
5.1 UCC and the Yamoransa Community Engagement

UCC chose the Yamoransa community for engagement in 2010, following the request of the then dean of the College of Social Sciences, who sits at the Yamoransa Local Council. UCC then created a Yamoransa Social Lab at the Department of Health and Population to coordinate university programmes within Yamoransa community. The Yamoransa Social Lab offers practical hands-on advice and training (teaching and research) to Yamoransa villagers. The lab serves as a programme for service learning for the Department of Health and Population students who spend six weeks of their bachelor (third year) education doing research and taking part in community work. The following table summarises the projects chosen by the YCDC to work together with UCC.

Table 1. Summary of Yamoransa Projects with UCC involvement. NOTE: the number of interviewees is in brackets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>UCC involvement</th>
<th>Partners involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Akroabeto Kenkey selling group</td>
<td>Cooperative for making and selling kenkey;</td>
<td>Business and management education;</td>
<td>Mills in Sekondi-Takoradi; Local banks; UCC School of Business and Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 members)</td>
<td>Enhances women rights in ownership of production means; Had 30 members in 2016;</td>
<td>Connected the group with mills, banks for loans and deposits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women only.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Yamoransa Borbor Mfantse Kusum Agormba Cultural Group</td>
<td>Imparting skills to (mostly) street children; Dance and acrobatics training; 25 members.</td>
<td>The Department of Music offers training; The group performs at UCC graduations (and earn an income); Connects the group with possible customers (religious and government events, for example).</td>
<td>UCC Department of Music.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1 member)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ICT/Community Centre (6 members)</td>
<td>Opened in 2016; Offers computer training, literacy and sports; Offers health services, such as screening.</td>
<td>Linked the centre with the Yale Alumni Services Corps (YASC); Students offer computer training and sports; Health checks.</td>
<td>Yale Alumni Services Corps (YASC); American Foundry Society (AFS) Ghana; Vodafone Ghana.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initially, the lab researched the health and population of the Yamoransa community. The idea behind the study was to understand how to deal with health issues in the village and to enrich the teaching curriculum on health and population. As the then dean put it:

_We learn from indigenous knowledge. That is why it is about engagement. Our students learn from them [community] as we learn from them [community]. If there is an intention connected to going there, it is to learn. Learn from one another. It is not a matter of superior knowledge and imposing it on someone._

Students were also involved in teaching at local primary schools and worked on community projects such as cleaning public places. UCC appointed two staff members attending YCDC
meetings on Tuesdays to present proceedings from the projects and get input from the village representatives. The dean who attends the Local Council meetings informs the chief and his council on the development of the Yamoransa Social Lab.

As interest grew in the students’ work, the Local Council, through its YCDC, requested UCC for more help. There was the belief that UCC had the resources to meet development challenges at Yamoransa; as one project staff puts it ‘sometimes people believe we can bring in money, but we cannot’. However, the UCC Department of Health and Population did not have all the expertise and resources needed to teach entrepreneurship, cultural troupe, and install computers (please see Table 1 above). Other requests related to health screening, which the department did not have the knowledge and the equipment. The situation started to cause tensions between the department and the council. The dean sought to engage the university’s different colleges in the Yamoransa Social Lab. Some schools and departments responded to this request. For example, UCC’s Department of Music started to work with the Cultural Group offering expertise in different fields, repairing instruments and sponsoring needy children to join the group. The School of Business and Management started training on entrepreneurship and the formation of unions to enhance collective actions. Group leaders in the village were trained on managing projects and how to access financial products and services.

As more requests came in for assistance from the community, the Social Lab turned into a liaising office for the development of Yamoransa. A network was created with the Yale Alumni Services Corps (YASC), which visit Ghana once a year for volunteering services. They started to volunteer in the construction of the ICT centre, offering sports training and health screening. Mills in Sekondi-Takoradi were linked to kenkey sellers in Yamoransa, where sellers can now get kenkey ingredients on credit and delivered to the village. Local banks in Cape Coast offer credits to businesses in Yamoransa but also help the community open bank accounts as individuals or as a group with the UCC Department of Health and Population guarantee. Vodafone Ghana was also brought in to help connect computers on the internet and bring in furniture for the computer room. The dean outlined some of these networks’ achievements as:

_We link them to the flour mill. They no longer need to go to the flour mill, but it now sells in the village. Companies supply the flour. Payments go through the bank. So you point out some things, and things get better._

Moreover,

_We help them build a library/ICT centre; they had conceived five or six years before we came. We helped them mobilise things, so it got realised. We had a group of alumni helping to build, advising on entrepreneurship, working with men and women in business etc._

Other results of the engagement are such as the local organisations where community members have come together to increase their voice on issues of concern. Apart from the three selected projects, other examples of the currently active groups resulting from UCC
training are the Bread Makers Union, the Drivers’ Union, Schools Union, ICT and Sports Union, and an informal traders’ club.

There have also been issues of different work cultures. The university works with timetables and needs reports for assessment for students; the community walks at a different pace, and time is cyclic. Also, networks that help Yamoransa develop were created by UCC, the sustainability of such networks when the university leaves are not clear. There has been an attempt to make Yamoransa Local Council responsible for the maintenance of these networks. However, the UCC’s attendance of the Local Council and the YCDC meetings is voluntary; this has caused tensions as to the university’s intentions. However, for a resources-poor community, it has proven both a financial and organisational burden.

6. Analysis

This case study aimed to understand how universities contribute to creating social capital through networks for society development. The case study has presented the Yamoransa Social Lab and the specific contribution of UCC in creating networks that help stakeholders access resources for their development. The Social Lab was a good beginning in establishing local engagement with the Yamoransa community. The table below summarises the UCE variables and how these affect the engagement:
Table 2. Description and impact of UCE variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Impact on engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University environment</td>
<td>Laws: regulations (on education); Funding: subsidies; Information: national platforms &amp; media; Norms: values</td>
<td>Students must spend time in a community (two weeks); No specific funds allocated for community services; Publications and information on community work is internally published; The university follows an academic culture and formal education is more valued than community work.</td>
<td>UCC initiates engagement; Resources for engagement are external; Unclear ownership of the engagement activities; Individual academics initiate contacts with the community; Engagement is sporadic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demography; Economy (business structure; self-employment); Social structure (incl. educational attainment); Culture (e.g., norms, values, leadership)</td>
<td>6000 people; 40% under 15 years; Subsistence farming; Kenkey selling; Low formal education attendance; high drop-out for girls; Low formal employment; Leadership is through the chief; The YCDC coordinates development projects.</td>
<td>Low access to formal economic channels; Networks of families; no formal unions/cooperatives; Cultural prescriptions: both social organisation and the economy follow cultural norms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCC does not allocate resources for engagement; Staff and students as resources; Top university governance not involved in engagement,</td>
<td>Engagement as students placement; Staff involvement in local councils; Resources are sometimes from personal belongings (cars, houses, teaching materials, etc.).</td>
<td>Engagement is network-funded; Students conduct some research and teach at local schools; Different UCC departments are involved on a personal note.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources allocation</td>
<td>Yamoransa has the workforce and spaces (schools, farms, etc.)</td>
<td>Personal belongings; Petty trading.</td>
<td>Disjointed activities; The family is the economic unit; Low involvement in collective actions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The involvement of the university staff in making decisions at the Local Council helped UCC establish community needs. Although the original aims of the Social Lab were to conduct research and offer students placement places, the lab grew to encompass socio-economic issues such as how to create businesses. Since community development challenges cannot be solved only through education, the creation of networks by UCC became useful in producing actual results. The involvement of different stakeholders with different resources within these networks helped create the social capital necessary for Yamoransa development. As Chatterton and Goddard (2003), suggest, being a member of such a network can link one to capitals they previously could not access. As Table 2 above shows, UCC involvement did not only create human capital (equipping individuals and groups with skills) it has also helped create social cohesion by encouraging the participation of different stakeholders. UCC links the Yamoransa community to networks allowing the community to access resources for the development. This is particularly important in rural Ghana, where access to resources is difficult for people without an education or who are not involved in (inter)national businesses. As Lin (2001) suggests, when networks are small in volume and are not rich in expertise, the output of such a network is also weak.
Creating the networks required the personal involvement of members of UCC. These academics members often have networks extended beyond their local communities. They have the power of negotiation with the government and other institutions. They also have links to and knowledge about financial institutions operations and could influence the Local Council’s decision-making.

The contexts in which UCC operates also offers insights into the struggles of engaging local communities. The Yamoransa case study shows that the engagement was emergent and different projects arose due to needs from the community, directives from the Ministry of Education, and donor agenda. It can also be noted that the dean who spearheaded the efforts in Yamoransa did it first on a personal title. With the request for the UCC to join in the efforts in Yamoransa not honoured, individual contacts within and outside UCC made it possible that the community requests, though not all, were met.

This analysis can draw several lessons when applying for the University-Community Engagement contexts (as shown in Table 2). First, to create social capital through engagement, one needs connectivity and embedding activities and plans in networks. This can be a complex relationship when the roles of those involved in the networks are not always clear (Holland & Ramaley, 2008). In Yamoransa, the networks’ nodal point was the dean, which can be problematic for ownership and sustainability of activities. Also, the contexts in which every engagement partner operates needs careful consideration.

Second, the salience of network members must be used at all times. In Ghana, the chief has almost absolute powers over his/her subordinates. Though discussed and approved by YCDC, decisions on the projects can only be implemented with the chief’s blessing. Sackey and Johannesen (2015) also found that rural Ghana is traditional, and missing how important and complex these traditions are may cause a failure in any development project. Thus, the Yamoransa Social Lab could only succeed by carefully following traditions, especially data collection, reporting, and inviting other stakeholders to the village.

Three, the willingness of the community to organise itself is crucial for an engagement to be implemented successfully. Moore (2014) suggests that community engagement needs coordinated efforts from those involved. Different training at Yamoransa created human capital. Individuals with knowledge helped organise Yamoransans into unions, thereby increasing the decision-making powers and collectively undertake actions on their well-being. Leadership was needed to make action plans and provided by the YCDC in collaboration with UCC, as Table 2 shows). Thus, leadership is essential to creating a vision and a path towards achieving this vision. Also, the leadership from the department was influential in introducing the networks where community members drew resources. Without solid leadership, Holland and Ramaley (2008) say that limited interventions and occasional programmes cannot attract community partnerships or influence larger systems on the scale necessary to create change in communities.

Lastly, the organisation and the execution of engagement need to be inclusive for success. In the Yamoransa case, equipping the community with various knowledge first helped the community own the development process. Also, the dean sitting at the Local Council
meetings every Tuesday helped establish engagement in the council members’ minds before the engagement started. Preece (2017) emphasised that a two-way collaborative process has to be in place for engagement to work. This was particularly important for the Yamoransa case, as the university would not have been able to go to Yamoransa and start activities without this involvement at the council first. As the definition adopted in this paper suggests: community engagement is a relationship, an approach and a collaborative process between a university and a community that systematically or situationally enhances learning experiences to improve lives—Yamoransa project aimed at improving the community’s lives by contributing to socio-economic activities. Although there is no comprehensive research done to map all the achievements, it is visible that some goals of this engagement have been successfully implemented. For example, kenkey sellers can now access financial services and have formed a union to foster their interests. Also, a group of women have formed a community at the community centre where they follow training on various social issues.

7. Community Voices

A total of 11 community members representing the three Yamoransa community projects were interviewed (Table 1). The representation is as follows: the Akroabeto Kenkey selling group (4), the Yamoransa Borbor Mfantse Kusum Agormba Cultural Group (1), and The ICT/Community Centre (6). The community members’ views on the engagement were mainly positive. Representatives from the kenkey selling group had the following to say:

- The committee has really done well with the UCC to organise this project. It has helped bring all the kenkey sellers together and also promote the work of kenkey making.
- It’s has improved my business and also made me know how to make good kenkey.
- They have really done well and also helped the women in the community in the kenkey business. Not that alone we also bring in some regencies to talk to us in our meetings.
- The council has done well, because of the group I have also trained my daughter how to make good kenkey, and she is now in Kumasi selling.

Although these experiences were positive, the process of change was not explained well. The kenkey sellers feel that the engagement has brought them together, helping them better understand skills and business competition concepts while offering them access to previously unavailable financial services. The main challenges as to the sustainability of this engagement were mentioned as poor contact with the YCDC and the meagre loans they get from banks. Members suggested the university could be a guarantor for the loans, something that is not happening now. Issues of the organisation for the community members were also identified as a challenge. For example, a member commented: The group is not meeting regularly’ citing lack of commitment and the nature of kenkey selling which involves spending hours at the roadside.

Representatives from the ICT/Community Centre expressed what they felt the centre had helped them. Many comments aimed explicitly at the acquired knowledge of computer use and how the centre has acted as a place for people to come together to learn a skill and speak
about community problems. Some of the comments are;

   I thank God and the council a lot. This group has really transformed my life and also helped bring all the women together and do in-service training for ourselves.

   ICT has helped us a lot. I now know how to use a computer. And all community is benefiting.

   I thank the council for putting such a computer lab for us. It’s has help the community of Yamoransa.

   It has also improved my computer skills.

   The community of Yamoransa is now proud of the ICT centre. Which has really helped me and my children in basic computer skills. Two of my children have benefited from it.

   I was among the first to use the computer. It has really helped me and my classmates who were serious. I am very happy to use the computer on my own. Thanks all to the help of Yale University and the council.

It was striking to see that the university itself, which liaised with the Yale Alumni Service Corps and YCDC to build such a centre, was not mentioned in the responses. However, the first computer literacy instructors after the YASC established the centre came from UCC. The instructors were not directly involved with the development activities being coordinated by the YCDC. The members also commented on the challenges facing the centre. They cited poor computer maintenance and the lack of involvement by the Yamoransa council as the main issues facing the centre’s sustainability. They suggested UCC help out increase the number of teaching staff and help diversify activities such as setting businesses using learnt computer and communication skills. Funding was also a challenge as YASC and Vodafone Ghana initially funded the centre; however, continued support is often uncertain.

The Cultural representative, who is also the instructor, was grateful for the engagement’s opportunities. The cultural group has established several contacts where they get invited to perform at a fee. They also followed a training offered by UCC on public communication, choreography and playing different musical instruments. The representative says;

   The training for the cultural group has really helped my sister and me a lot; it has helped us know how to communicate in public and also know how to drum and dance.

He, however, would like the YCDC to get more involved, especially after the children in the cultural group complete their training there. His suggestion is to have more funding to invest in self-employment skills in the performing art sector. He says the YCDC depends on donor help, which makes it difficult for the YCDC to make an actual plan to develop the cultural group. He says:

   The council depends on the money from donors, so they do not have money themselves.

Although the engagement was mentioned as a fruitful endeavour, the cultural group believes that without finding their sources of funds, the YCDC cannot firmly push for the
development agenda at Yamoransa.

8. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper sought to understand the university’s contributions to society development by creating networks that increase social capital. The case study took place in the community’s environment, which may lower the participation threshold for stakeholders. Increasing capital in Yamoransa meant that community members could take control of their destinies. This fits Preece’s (2017) idea that community engagement is an essential medium through which knowledge can be co-created and applied. UCC involvement was mainly liaising partners to contribute to different development efforts in Yamoransa.

The analysis of the case study increases the understanding of the mechanisms behind community engagement, which may help map out actions that are crucial for an engagement to succeed. Cloete et al. (2011) presented the university’s role in the development of Africa by encouraging innovation and acting as incubators for knowledge creation. As the TFHE (2000) shows, the university can act as a catalyst for society development. The Yamoransa case has shown that using its networks and available resources (students and own contributions) may be vital in encouraging rural community engagement. The university’s role of liaising with social partners is thus essential as universities have networks that rural communities cannot access. As the voices of the community representatives also show, there is more to a university-community engagement than the initial setting of the engagement. Although the arrangement at Yamoransa is that the UCC works with the council and that the YCDC implements development programmes, there are still missing links between UCC and the community itself. Issues of organisation within community groups are seen as essential obstacles for the development of the Yamoransans, while these do not feature with equal measure at UCC. The main issue with this is that the community does not always know who is responsible for what. For example, the ICT/Community centre representatives mentioned UCC, YASC and YCDC interchangeably as being responsible for more computers, repair and binging in staff. UCC acted by creating the environment for engagement. Holland and Ramaley (2008) and Bloom et al. (2006) suggest that universities can create conditions where communities feel part of the action rather than being drawn to the action.

Although, as Chatterton and Goddard (2003), put it, the university plays an essential link to regional development, UCC’s resources endowment meant that the university network, which is far-reaching than that of the local community, played a significant role in bringing in needed development resources. Yamoransa case shows that investing in skills and competencies for the community member can help human development by creating social capital. However, further investment in the actual application of these skills is even more needed. The sustainability of such an engagement was mentioned several times as being a challenge.

This paper has shown that university contributions to society development are non-linear and occur in the broader context of socio-economic and political constraints. Economic viability, which was Yamoransa’s aim, was not fulfilled by the university, but by the university’s intervention in bringing in specific stakeholders.
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Note 1. The first president of the Republic of Ghana.
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